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Abstract

Many modern theological debates are built around a false dichotomy between
1) an atheism which asserts that the universe was created by purposeless mechanical processes and 2) acceptance of a religious system which requires both
faith in the infallibility of sacred texts and belief in a supernatural God. I
propose a form of naturalistic theism, which rejects sacred texts as unjustified,
and supernaturalism as incoherent. I argue that rejecting these two elements
of traditional organized religion would have a strongly positive impact on
the beliefs and practices of religion, even though many religious people feel
strongly attached to them. It is belief in sacred texts that is responsible for
most of the evil done in the name of religion, not belief in God. Many of the
strongest arguments for atheism work only against a supernatural God, and
have no impact on the question of the existence of a natural God.
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I agree with many of the criticisms of established religions voiced by prominent Atheists. That is why the only form of Theism I could accept would be
what I call Naturalistic Theism. For many Atheists, this will appear to be a
contradiction in terms, but I will argue that this kind of theism is as compatible with science as nondogmatic Atheism.1 As far as I can tell, Naturalistic Theism is essentially identical to what John Shook calls either Religious
1.

I mean something slightly broader by this term than the description on p. 18
of Shook 2010. By Nondogmatic Atheism, I mean Atheism that claims only
that it is the best of several arguably viable alternatives, rather than dismissing
all forms of theism as delusional or unworthy of serious consideration. I would
put in this category Pat Churchland’s claim that there is only a “preponderance
of the evidence” for Atheism, and John Shook’s position that “God probably
does not exist “ (Shook 2010, 22) coupled with his acknowledgement that
there are “many creative ways to intelligently design fair compromises between
science and religion” (Shook 2010, 25).
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Humanism or Religious Naturalism, (Shook 2010, 209), but I think it will
avoid confusion to acknowledge my debt, then coin and define my own term.
I should also add that I will be arguing for a position I do not necessarily
accept. I have taken philosophical indecisiveness to a whole new level by
declaring myself to be a Meta-Agnostic i.e. I do not know whether I am an
Agnostic or not. I think that Naturalistic Theism, Nondogmatic Atheism and
Agnosticism are equally legitimate choices, and that I have an epistemic right
to choose any one of them. I find Atheism distasteful, largely because of its
association with dogmatic Atheism, but find it difficult to choose between
Theism and Agnosticism. Perhaps this is because Buddhism, which is my
spiritual practice, does not clearly make such a choice. Nevertheless, I do feel
the need to defend Theism from what I feel are unjustified attacks by dogmatic Atheists. If there is at least one god, perhaps he will reward me for my
altruism, but I am not counting on it.
However, whatever aid and comfort I can give Theists requires them to
accept Naturalism, and requires me to define what I mean by that term. The
word “Naturalism” has two distinct but closely related genealogies, which
must be both related and distinguished if we are to understand the contemporary meaning of the term.
Quine’s naturalism
The movement in modern philosophy called Naturalism was first clearly
expressed in Quine’s classic paper “Epistemology Naturalized” (1969). Naturalism maintains that the best philosophy is done by studying the relationship between philosophy and science, instead of separating them. Naturalism
accepts Kant’s point that our experiences are shaped by our philosophical presuppositions, but it also believes that philosophy and science are constantly
shaping each other. The Naturalist philosopher’s favourite metaphor is that
our knowledge is rather like a boat that we have to rebuild while staying
afloat in it. Kant thought that our philosophical assumptions shaped our
experiences. The Empiricists, in contrast, think that experience shapes all our
(legitimate) philosophical beliefs. The Naturalist’s reply is “You’re both wrong
and both right. In the words of Otto Neurath, philosophy and science are
in the same boat, which we are constantly rebuilding while still at sea. Our
experiences shape our philosophy, our philosophy shapes our experiences and
neither one can ever be fully independent of the other.” This is why scientists
and philosophers need to communicate with each other constantly in order
to decrease confusion and error.
Questions that can’t be answered by experiments or observations must be
answered by dialectical speculation and/or conceptual analysis, which often
produce multiple and contrary conclusions. But that doesn’t enable us to
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claim that the speculative and the experimental disciplines are somehow
independent of each other. On the contrary, it is impossible to do science
without some sort of speculative assumptions about the nature of reality.
This is all Quine meant by his somewhat scary statement that physical objects
are epistemically (but not ontologically) on the same footing as the gods
of Homer. The philosopher’s job is to see how metaphysics and science are
related—to paraphrase Wilfrid Sellars, to see how “things” (in the broadest
sense of that term) “hang together” (in the broadest sense of that term). This
goal cannot be accomplished if we separate science and philosophy into what
Stephen Jay Gould called “non-overlapping magisteria.”
Naturalism vs. supernaturalism
Recently, however, the term “Naturalism” has taken on a less pluralistic and
more ontologically puritanical streak. The call for epistemic and epistemological Naturalism is no longer primarily a declaration that philosophy, science,
and other attempts at understanding our place in the world are all in the
same boat. Instead, it is a demand that certain of these enterprises be thrown
overboard, because they claim to deal with what they call the supernatural,
and thus allegedly violate fundamental principles of naturalism. I am sympathetic to some of these allegations. Nevertheless, we need to be careful that
we do not conflate essential principles with contingent metaphysical beliefs.
Although it is important to expunge unnecessary detritus from Neurath’s
boat, we must not throw out the baby with the bilge water. I think there
are only two principles of Abrahamic religion that Naturalism must reject:
Sacred Texts and Supernaturalism. Theism and Atheism are both compatible
with Naturalism, because neither is decisively supported by Naturalism.
Sacred texts
Naturalism must renounce the concept of Sacred Texts as it is currently
understood in the Abrahamic tradition. Dennett is quite right to insist that
“No text can be conceded the status of ‘gospel truth’ without foreclosing all
rational inquiry” (2006, 241). This does not mean these traditions should not
revere and respect those texts, or refrain from carefully reading and thinking
about them in hopes of finding profound truths. However, it does mean that
no one should believe anything simply because it is written in a book. Naturalism requires that all texts be evaluated critically in terms of their ability to
make sense of life as we experience and study it. To say that a claim must be
true simply because “it is written” is to give up on the principles of inquiry
that are the basis of Naturalism. This does not necessarily require denying
the possibility that God might have spoken directly to mankind through a
particular book or books. But it does require rejecting the idea that this fact
or any other would give a text unconditional authority over the truth. Natu© Equinox Publishing Ltd. 2017
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ralism strives for the truth by examining nature itself, and texts get their value
only from their ability to further this goal.
For many people, faith in sacred texts is one of the most comforting components of the Abrahamic intellectual tradition, and it is likely that most followers of those traditions will not give them up easily. Nevertheless, they are
relatively late additions to that tradition, and not essential to its fundamental
message.2 There is no contradiction in believing, as many modern Christians
do, that Jesus died and rose to save us from our sins, but that our record
of that occurrence is a fragmented jumble of documents that was compiled
as a result of jury-rigged tangle of compromises. Christians of this sort still
read the Bible carefully, and see it as a guide for living. But they will also
read it critically, rather like an archaeologist sorting through trash for treasures, rejecting the frequent violence, homophobia, and male chauvinism, and
accepting only the moral and metaphysical principles that help them make
sense of their own lives.
These Christians are probably few in number, and are certainly less likely
to grab the spot light than the fundamentalists and traditionalists. But there
is nothing in the essential message of Christianity that says there shouldn’t be
more of them. Christians often have highly developed argumentative skills,
especially Catholics who have been heavily exposed to Aristotle. Reasoning always has to start somewhere, and those of us who question premises
2.

The one Abrahamic counterexample to this is Islam’s relationship to the Koran.
Christian faith is primarily centred on Christ himself, and the books are merely
reports of his deeds and teachings. For Islam, however, Muhammad is only
a man who served as a conduit for a sacred book. I think it is possible for
modern Muslims to accept that God spoke directly to Muhammad without
also accepting that the Koran is what I am defining as a Sacred Text i.e. an
algorithm for proper behaviour for everyone for all eternity. Just because God
needed Muhammad’s people to do X at time T does not necessarily imply that
he would want all people to do X forever. The principle of Abrogation, which
in effect says that God no longer wants people to do X, even though he once
said he did, might be useful for constructing a more liberal form of Islam.
(Unfortunately, these days that principle is used by fundamentalists primarily for suspending the Koran’s most tolerant teachings.) A naturalist Muslim
would have to accept that modern people could use their own intuitions to
abrogate teachings that didn’t fit modern realities. Muhammad was a very pragmatic reformer, and he and/or Allah were, in my opinion, obviously aware that
it would not be prudent to demand full equal rights for women in a society that
practiced slave concubinage and female infanticide. This would explain why
the Koran bans the latter, but only regulates the worst abuses of the former.
It is plausible that were he alive and receiving teachings today, he would be
abrogating many of the verses that he received in the sixth and seventh centuries. I don’t think it would be easy to get rank-and-file Muslims to accept these
changes, but such an Islam could be made internally coherent, I think.
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like “the Bible contains direct commands from God telling us how to live”,
should still acknowledge that reasoning from those premises can be valid
given those premises. The naturalist need not tell the Christian to stop reading the Bible or reasoning from its assertions. Instead she urges Christians to
use their reasoning skills to question those assertions as carefully as they now
reason from them.
Catholics also have another principle which enables them to more closely
approximate the naturalist ideal of inquiry while maintaining faith in sacred
texts. Because both scripture and nature are seen as God’s creations, it is
accepted that when scientific discoveries contradict scripture, the scripture
must be reinterpreted ( often metaphorically) so that the two can be harmonized. This is preferable to the fundamentalist Protestant belief that every
word of the Bible is literally true, but it still falls short of the Naturalist ideal.
The true Naturalist must be willing to say of any text “The best available arguments and evidence show that this text is just plain wrong about this particular point.” This will not stop us from acquiring profound insights from those
religious texts. We can acknowledge that Kant or Hume or Marx are wrong
about a lot of things and still worth reading. There is no reason we can’t do
the same with the Torah, the Koran, or the Gospels.
Some religious people might be terrified by the uncertainty that comes
from downgrading their sacred texts this way, but it seems to me that those
with faith in sacred texts do not really have significantly more experience of
certainty than the rest of us. Instead of worrying about which parts of which
text are correct, the religious faithful have to deal with the question of which
interpretation of the sacred texts is correct. There is essentially equal amounts
of uncertainty in either controversy. There is a strategy for resolving the latter
sort of uncertainty, but it is not pretty. If there is only one sacred text that
points the way to salvation, and only one legitimate interpretation of that
text, it is both rational and humane to not only obnoxiously confront people
who have not yet received (and/or have misinterpreted) “the Word”, but to
use war and torture to compel acceptance of the one true faith.3 Most of the
3.

Islam has two ingenious ways of avoiding this conclusion while keeping its
faith in sacred texts. a) It acknowledges that other traditions have their own
sacred texts, which are also capable of leading people to salvation. This is why
medieval Islam had a much better record than medieval Christianity for tolerance of religious minorities, especially Jews, who were usually discriminated
against but rarely persecuted by these Muslim empires. Some Muslims in India
have even argued that non-Abrahamic texts such as the Vedas were received by
Adam, who is called the first prophet by the Koran. b) The Koran also forbids
compulsion in religion, even when the disbeliever is in danger of damnation.
Involuntary conversions are seen as incapable of leading to salvation, so Muslims are told that they must only act as messengers, and leave it to Allah to
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evil performed by sincere believers in the name of religion can be traced back
to this inference.
This inference is also an important presupposition of Dennett’s plausible
claim that there are only five possible futures for the world’s religions (2006,
35–36). Only two of his five possibilities enable religion to survive without
divine intervention. His first possibility enables religions to keep their creeds,
but renders toleration of other creeds impossible “Eventually […] One major
faith sweeps the planet”. His third possibility enables religions to be both
tolerant and thriving, but only by becoming “basically creedless.” Once we
separate religions from belief in the sacredness of texts, however, a sixth possibility emerges. Religions do not degenerate into mere social clubs, but retain
their primary function of providing teachings about metaphysical and moral
issues. However, because these teachings are acknowledged as flawed approximations, rather than infallible sacred texts, religious leaders agree to disagree
about many important issues, and encourage members of their congregations
to look elsewhere if they are not satisfied with the answers offered by any particular religion. Religions thrive as powerful and active voluntary associations
of people who believe similar but not exactly identical creeds. Toleration of
diversity of opinion, both within and among religions, is accepted because
everyone acknowledges that their creed is only the best approximation they
can come up with, not an unshakeable truth revealed by a sacred text.
The fact that Theism and sacred texts are separable is also vividly illustrated
by the historical example of Marxist Communism. Marxists used an Atheist
sacred text to justify the same agenda of conquest and slaughter that has given
religion a bad name. The Communist crimes against humanity were not just
crimes committed by Atheists. They were crimes committed in the name of
Atheism, for the express purpose of propagating an Atheist world view and
agenda. This is strong evidence that it is faith in sacred texts, not theism,
which is responsible for most the evil done in the name of religion, and that
those who claim otherwise are confusing correlation with causation. Marxism
is, as it were, the control group that isolates sacred texts from theism, and
reveals that it is sacred texts, not theism, which are the real problem.
The separation of the religion meme from the sacred text meme would
probably decrease the virus-like spread of religions like Christianity and
Islam. (The two world’s largest religions.). The fact that Buddhism has only
revered texts, and no sacred texts, is probably why it is only the world’s third
decide who gets saved and who doesn’t. The first argument seems too Procrustean, and the second too smug, for my tastes. But hey, if it stops them from
killing people, it works for me. Needless to say, these verses are considered to be
abrogated by modern fundamentalist Muslims, and by those who want to use
Islam as a justification for military conquest.
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largest religion.4 Nevertheless, 360 million members is not chopped liver,
and there is no reason to assume that the world’s religions will shrivel down
to minor cults if they abandon the aggressiveness that comes from the belief
that they posses the only true sacred text. Although it is obviously an effective
proselytizing strategy to “exploit and exacerbate social conflict whenever possible” (Dennett 2006, 196), it is not the only effective strategy.
Supernaturalism
Faith in Sacred Texts is one manifestation of a more fundamental mistake that
Shook and Dennett label Supernaturalism. Supernaturalism is by definition at
odds with any form of Naturalism, and is arguably self-contradictory. Many
of the theological claims of the Abrahamic tradition, such as the existence of
miracles and creation ex nihilo, are in effect saying “the explanation for this
is that there is no explanation”, which has the logical form of “P and not P.”
But is supernaturalism essential to the Abrahamic tradition? Dennett defines
religions as “Social systems whose participants avow belief in a supernatural
agent or agents whose approval is to be sought” (2006, 9). He admits that this
definition might exclude many social systems that call themselves religions:
“perhaps […] Buddhism and Islam, for all their similarities, deserve to be
considered two entirely different species of cultural phenomenon” (2006, 8)
. This definition certainly excludes Buddhism, in which rewards and punishments are seen, not as expressions of the approval or disapproval of a divine
being, but rather the effect of an impersonal process called Karma. But even
religious systems that believe that this kind of justice is supervised by some
sort of agent need not claim that this agent is supernatural, in the technical
philosophical sense which Shook rightly criticizes as paradox-inducing.
4.

Buddhism rejects the concept of sacred texts, because it teaches that truth is
something that can only be directly experienced, not captured in a set of propositions. There is a Zen saying that confusing reality with a verbal description is
like pointing at the Moon, and confusing your finger with the Moon. This view
about language does not lead to the vulgar relativist view that “anything goes.”
One of my meditation teachers was insistent that the elaborate techniques he
taught be followed in every detail. His reason for insisting on this, however,
had nothing to do with their allegedly being The One True Path to Enlightenment. He instead gave a rather Burkean argument that these methods had
worked well over the years, and therefore we had good reason to trust them. He
also said that many other traditions had equally impressive lineages, and that
we had the freedom to choose among them, rather like choosing from items on
the menu at a restaurant (his metaphor). This man was an elderly Tibetan who
spoke no English, not a Westernized progressive striving to make the tradition
more flexible. Buddhism—as practiced by the rank and file traditionalists, not
just what Dennett calls “the elite forms” (2006, 198)—does not worry about
heresy or false prophets, and this has not stopped it from becoming one of the
world’s most widespread religions.
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Undeniably, most of the religious eggheads of the past millennia have
insisted on showering God with incoherent honorific adjectives like Omniscient, Omnipotent, and Omnibenevolent. But as far as I can see there is
little or no Jamesian “cash value” in these adjectives. That doesn’t mean that
Christians won’t miss these ideas after two millennia of being comforted by
them. James Hall (2003) even insists that a God who does not possess all of
these attributes is not worthy of worship. The ancient Greeks did not agree
with Hall on this point, however. As Shook rightly points out (Shook 2010,
23), downsizing our concept this way might be disconcerting, but it does not
lead to Atheism. Shook and Dennett are quite right in insisting that rational
people should reject these “Omni” prefixes because they are self-contradictory. (God can’t make a stone that’s too heavy for her to lift etc.) This rejection
is almost certainly a heresy according to many who care about such things.
Nevertheless, it is still compatible with a kind of theism, and in practice this
brand of Theism would not be significantly different from Christianity as
we know it. Rank-and-File Christians want a God who is wise, powerful,
and loving, or perhaps more wise, powerful, and loving than they could ever
imagine. There is no reason that their commitment to the ethics and rituals of
Christianity should be compromised because these virtues are not “omnified.”
Naturalism also requires the rejection of miracles, if miracles are defined
as supernatural occurrences which are in principle inexplicable by any possible natural laws. Naturalism does not, however, necessarily imply that the
resurrection did not take place. Nor does it require us to reject the healing of
the blind, walking on water, the multiplying of the loaves and fishes, or any
of the other biblical events commonly called miracles.5 All the Naturalist has
to do is say is that there is an in principle comprehensible explanation for
5.

I should add that my defence of the Christian’s right to believe in these extraordinary events does not mean that I accept either their truth or their significance. William Craig claims that the historical evidence for the resurrection is
as good as for any other accepted historical fact of that period, and therefore it
is irrational to deny that it took place (a claim disputed in Shook 2010, 36). I
am sympathetic to his rejection of the maxim of “extraordinary claims require
extraordinary proof ” which is often used by so-called sceptics as an excuse for
moving goal posts. Nevertheless, I have not bothered to evaluate Craig’s data,
because I believe that Jesus’ teachings should be evaluated on their own merits,
not on his ability to perform astonishing magic tricks. Reports of these kinds
of tricks are quite common in the Buddhist and Hindu traditions, where they
are known as siddhis, and in that tradition they are considered a distraction
from spiritual growth. I have read testimony that attributes siddhis to some
contemporary religious cult leaders who have also been accused of fraud, sexual
predation, and irresponsible greed. Even if these people actually can perform
siddhis, it would give me no reason to believe that they deserve to be taken
seriously as moral or spiritual teachers.
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each of those events. That explanation does not have to be comprehensible in
terms of contemporary science. There was a time when it was plausible that
there were certain events that science had proven could not possibly happen.
However, now that we know that science often progresses in revolutionary
leaps, there is no particular event which can be dismissed this way. The fact
that an event appears miraculous to us indicates only that no available explanation is compatible with our current scientific theories. Secondly, no event
is ever miraculous in itself. All we can make is the much weaker claim that an
explanation of a particular event is miraculous. To label any event as miraculous because it is incomprehensible to us is to make the same kind of mistake
made by Intelligent Design theory: i.e. To infer something about the world
from our ignorance of the world.
Some scepticism about events which appear to violate contemporary versions of science is justifiable to maintain what Thomas Kuhn calls “The
Essential Tension” between Normal and Revolutionary science (YEAR, 19 )
But this does not permit us to dogmatically assert that any particular kind of
event could not possibly take place. This would require us to say that there
are kinds of events which could never be explained by any future science. We
will never be justified in making such a claim because--well, the science of
the future is not here yet, nor will it ever be, because tomorrow never comes.
Naturalism requires us to say that if God (or anything else) is real, there
must be in principle comprehensible laws and reasons that account for God’s
ability to interact with the world. These laws may never be discovered, or
even be discoverable, by the cognitive systems of homo sapiens. But the fundamental principle of Naturalism is that it makes no sense to say that anything is intrinsically incomprehensible. This means that Naturalism cannot
permit a yawning miraculous gap between God and her creation. This gap is
just Cartesian Dualism applied to the entire universe. Cartesianism says that
the spiritual mind floats independently over, and yet magically controls, the
physical body. Supernaturalism says that God the spirit floats independently
over, and yet magically controls, the physical Universe. The primary objection to supernaturalism is thus the same that Dennett raised against Mind/
body dualism: it is a form of giving up on the epistemic enterprise (1991, 37).
Supernaturalism, however, is not identical to theism. The two positions
are orthogonal, despite their long intimacy, and it is high time they were
amicably separated. Although Naturalists do not permit talk about persons
as explanatory devices, they obviously do not deny the existence of persons.
They merely deny the dualist claim that persons are irreducible and fundamental components of the Universe. Persons are a particular kind of mechanism, which we might call a mindful motivated mechanism. We are such
mechanisms, and Naturalists must believe that God, if she exists, is also a
© Equinox Publishing Ltd. 2017
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mindful motivated mechanism. Those who find that claim blasphemous and/
or preposterous should remember that this claim has far less content than it
appears to have. We are totally clueless as to what sort of processes, devices or
mechanisms might constitute or embody God.
For all we know, God could be embodied by Dark Matter, or entire Galaxies, or incomprehensible items that exist outside the range of things that
emerged from the Big Bang. God might change her embodiment from millisecond to millisecond, like a ripple that supervenes on different water molecules as it travels through the ocean, making her every bit as disembodied
as a radio wave or a gravitational field. We do know, however, that God is
not pure miraculous spirit for the same reason we know that God is not a
four-sided triangle: because neither idea makes any sense. This assertion does
not diminish or limit God in any way whatsoever. It is a statement about our
language and/or concepts, not about God.
The discoveries of evolution do wreak havoc with supernaturalism, because
they destroy the plausibility of the venerable “argument from design.” This
argument posited a kind of dualism between the physical world and mind of
God because, despite its many paradoxes, it once seemed that this dualism
was the only thing that could account for the emergence of life on Earth. By
showing that it was possible for all life to emerge from purely mechanical
process, evolutionary theory rendered dualist supernaturalism unnecessary.
This argument has no effect on Naturalistic Theism, however. The fact that
everything in the Universe is a mechanism tells us nothing whatsoever about
whether these mechanisms are mindful or mindless.
How do we tell the difference between mindful and mindless mechanisms
when we are not doing theology? How do we know that homo sapiens are conscious, clocks are not, and frogs might be? The fact of the matter is, we really
don’t know how we know. I am not referring here to old sceptical complaints
that the process is unreliable some of the time, because it is easily fooled by
robots, Teddy bears, and complicated devices which don’t exist but could. We
know that it is reliable often enough for most of our daily social interactions,
and to at least begin a scientific study of consciousness. I am instead pointing
out that the process is subconscious, because we do it instinctively with no
understanding of how we do it. This is why the only scientific attempt to
determine the presence of consciousness—the Turing Test—is only a public
opinion poll, and makes no attempt to explain the decision-making process
of those who are polled. This is also why it is very difficult to retool this ability to answer questions it wasn’t designed to answer. We probably have some
chance of success when we extrapolate from ourselves to other medium-sized
biological creatures. However, we have no reason to believe that these instincts
will ever be reliable in classifying an evolutionary process that takes place over
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millions of years, of which we can only observe a tiny part. There is no theological equivalent to the Turing Test that can be applied to millennium-long
natural processes and determine whether they are conscious or not.
Our close-up view of biological history does not limit our ability to observe
and classify mechanical processes. On the contrary, that is where the analytical tools of mechanical thinking do their best work. However, our goals
and purposes are invisible to this kind of inquiry because they are emergent
properties of a much larger system. You can’t find the “chairness” of a chair
by analysing it into parts. The legs are not chairs, the back is not a chair, the
molecules in the wood are not chairs. And similarly you can’t see the purposes
of a purposeful organism if you analyse it into neural firings and muscle contractions. But that doesn’t prove that we don’t have goals and purposes, any
more than the fact that chairs are made of molecules proves that they aren’t
really chairs, or the fact that Oxford University is made up of buildings and
people proves that there is no Oxford University. Our neural firings do not
have our purposes in mind,6 but that doesn’t prove that we don’t have our
purposes in mind . This was Gilbert Ryle’s reply to both reductionism and
dualism, and it works as well for Theology as it did for Philosophy of Mind.
Once we accept this, however, we can no longer infer Atheism from the
fact that we see nothing but blind motiveless mechanisms in the evolutionary process. With homo sapiens, and possibly other higher organisms, we can
somehow “step back” in some sense of that metaphorical phrase, and observe
the patterns that reveal the goals and purposes of conscious agents. It’s not
easy, which is why those sciences that study purposeful agents are thought of
as “soft sciences”. But it is doable, more or less. With the entire evolutionary
process, however, we simply cannot step back far enough in either space or
time, to see whether this evolutionary process is appropriately described as
happening for a purpose. Maybe it is, maybe it isn’t, but as far as I can see,
that question will never be answered by scientific experiments or observations.
Consequently, there is no reason for the Naturalistic Theist to feel threatened by scientific progress, or take comfort from gaps in scientific knowledge.
If God exists, he is above and beyond our knowledge. God isn’t hiding in
the gaps in evolutionary history , any more than our mind is hiding in the
gaps inside our brain. This is why filling a gap (or all gaps) does not provide evidence for God’s non-existence. When compared to the perspective
we would have to take in order to determine whether the Universe possessed
or lacked purpose, any possible scientific perspective is analytical, provincial,
and focused on the trees rather than the forest. That does not, however, give
us scientific proof that there is no forest, only trees.
6.

This argument is developed in greater detail in Rockwell 2008.
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When a question cannot be answered with the scientific method, it is perfectly legitimate to cautiously and humbly speculate about Blind Watchmakers and/or Cosmic Processes striving towards an Omega point. Nevertheless,
although Naturalistic Theism can legitimately dismiss concepts like “bearded
patriarch made of ghost stuff” because of Occam’s Razor and the principle
of non-contradiction, neither atheists or theists should pretend that we can
reduce the number of possible theologies to one. The concept of sacred text
violates the epistemic principles that make naturalism possible. The concept
of the supernatural is a contradiction in terms, given how we understand the
concept of naturalism today. But rejecting these two incoherencies does not
eliminate the possibility of a naturalistic theism.
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